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A Bronx Tale (1993, USA) by Robert DeNiro

Main Cast: Chazz Palmenteri; Robert DeNiro;
Company: B.T. Films Inc.

The movie tells the story of Calogero a boy growing up in the Bronx. He watches Sonny (the gangster boss of the quarter) killing another guy, but did not tell the police during a line-up. Sonny starts to help and advice Calogero with which Calogero’s father is not that content. Although Sonny is a gangster boss he teaches Calogero to be a decent man.

Scene: gambling male adults betting Transgressive in company

0:44:38-0:46:21: betting 
In this scene Calogero and Sonny with his gang are at the horse races. Everybody shouts frenetically. Their horse seems like a save winner, but then the “bad luck guy” appears and Sonny rips his betting cards to peaces. And indeed the certain winner stills looses. The “bad luck guy” then wants to give C. a good advice for the next run, but C. leaves. The guy stays and looks on a paper on which horse to bet next. 
Except the “bad luck guy” no one’s behaviour will be considered as addiction. They loose and leave without big regret. Sonny just says “pity”. It is different with the bad luck guy. He shouts even louder and madder and stays to make a next bet. Also in this scene an indicator for bad luck (the guy) is presented. And in this movie the “indicator” of bad luck works. Luck becomes controllable.
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